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Chapter 1 Part 2

    “Powering up engines now,” replied Delta. 
    The ship's massive engines roared to life in a loud rumble as it darted forward off the 
landing pad.  Then the roar settled into a low hum as the ship entered the darkness of 
space.
     “I have the pirate ships on the scanner.  Contact in three minutes,” reported Delta. 
“Will you be taking manual control?”
     “Of course,” John said with the slight hint of a laugh in his voice.  “I can't let you 
have all the fun.”
      Three minutes passed and soon the two pirate ships spread out before them.  The 
Delta V slowed and came to a halt, sitting in front of the pirate ships.
     “Incoming transmission,” announced Delta.
     “On screen,” commanded John.
     “You are hereby claimed by the Pirate Brotherhood of Saturn.  Surrender your vessel 
and no one will be harmed,” demanded the strangely dressed pirate from the other side 
of the view screen.  
      John couldn't help but laugh.  The pirate dressed fairly ridiculously and his command 
seemed lame at best.  Of course, the pirate knew that the Delta V would be unarmed 
because the Galactic Senate recently passed a law prohibiting weapons on all cargo 
ships.  But John didn't need weapons deal with this kind of scum.  “You're funny!” he 
replied and pushed the control stick forward.
      The two pirate ships instantly shot forward at the Delta V.  They came in with their 
lasers flashing through the darkness of space.  John tugged on the control stick and the 
Delta V tilted side ways, allowing the lasers to pass by and disappear into the darkness. 
The Delta V was very agile and quick to maneuver for such a large ship.  The pirate 
ships were small and looked the size of moths as they soared around the Delta V.  Lasers 
flew around Delta on all sides!  Delta swung back forth and up and down has John 
navigated through the maze of laser shots.  Occasionally one would hit the Delta V and 
the explosion would light up the shields in a bright display.
      John now appeared to be a completely different person.  He did not slouch or moan. 
He did not appear sad or depressed.  He was confident and heroic, and he sat at the 
controls with pride and enthusiasm.  He led the two pirate ships towards a nearby planet. 
Lasers still surrounded him!  He jerked the ship up and then down; left and then right to 
avoid being hit!  Then he dove down hard into the planets atmosphere, and then yanked 



back on the control stick to pull the Delta back up!  The Delta V responded perfectly, 
never complaining about the hard turns.  The two pirate ships, however, did not.  The 
gravity of the planet fought against them!  A wing ripped off one of the ships! 
Nevertheless, they both made out of the planet's gravity field and charged again at the 
Delta V.   John turned the Delta straight at the ship with the damaged wing as if he was 
going to ram it!  The ship came straight at him with his lasers blaring!  The other ship 
came up from behind fast and hard, but not exactly straight.  That pirate's ship seemed to 
have sustained damage to it's directional controls.  The two pirate ships closed in on the 
Delta V!  They got closer and closer with their laser shots exploding into Delta's shields! 
Then, when the two ships were almost right on top of him, John pushed forward on the 
control stick with all his strength, and Delta dived back into the planet's atmosphere! 
The two pirate ships tried to react, but their damage ships could not respond quick 
enough!  They crashed into each other and lit up the sky with a brilliant explosion!  The 
Delta V climbed out of the planet's atmosphere and returned to the darkness of space.
     “Okay, Delta,” said John, “I'm transferring control back to you.  Set a course for 
earth.”  In an instant John's demeanor changed.  The hero was gone and the sluggishness 
returned to his movements.  With the slight hint of a depressed whine entering his voice, 
he continued, “Delta sweetie, I'm gonna take a little nap.  Wake me up when we get 
there.”
     Yes, he called the computer, “sweetie.”  This was always an area of great mystery to 
everyone who knew him.  He spoke to the computer as if it were a close friend or 
relative, but even more of a mystery was why the computer responded likewise.
     “Alright dad,” replied Delta, “sleep well.”  The ship's computer often referred to John 
as “dad.”  It spoke to him in a very human way; in a way that baffled everyone else. 
There was no other computer in the Milky Way like it!
     While the Delta V made its way back to earth, the Galactic Senate was just beginning 
the day's session.  The senate met on a station built on the moon.  All the earth's 
governments were consolidated into one democratic republic known as the Galactic 
Senate.  In the senate every country on earth and every colony in the Milky Way had a 
voice.  You might expect a Galactic Senate to be crawling with aliens, but efforts to 
locate life on other planets had proven futile.  They had searched all the nearest galaxies 
and come up with only lifeless chunks of rock and some bacteria. 
     The bell rang, indicating the start of the senate's session.  The speaker introduced 
Representative One (pronounced “ewe-nay”).  He stood out, high upon his platform to 
address the senate.  The senate was a massive collection of balconies that went from the 
floor up to fifty feet above it!  There were a lot of countries and colonies to be 
represented!
      Representative One presented his idea and his arguments for it, and then concluded 
with, “so, as you can see, if we give full control of the Space Flight Regulation Agency 
over to the PacCo Delivery Corporation, it will save tax payers millions of dollars.
      Representative Daniel stood up, quick to rebuttal.  “You're talking about selling a 
government regulation agency to one of the private corporations it regulates!  It's 



unethical!”  Daniels was a very honorable type of guy, and lately he'd been sensing that 
something crooked was going on in the senate.
     “You lack visions, Daniels!” replied Representative One.  “We are talking about the 
future here!  PakCo will make the agency run so much more sufficient and cost 
effectively!”
     “You will be giving PakCo the power to regulate it's competitors!” responded 
Daniels.  “It could make any regulation it wanted to put it's competitors out of 
business!”
     Representative One was unphased by his remark, “you're living in the past, Daniels! 
PakCo will make the agency the best it's every been, and save billions in taxpayers 
money.”
     They argued back and forth for quite sometime, while the other representatives sat 
quietly seeming not to care.  Then it was time to vote.  Daniels picked up his computer 
tablet and entered his vote, as did each representative. 
     Then the speaker of the house announced the results.  “The bill passes with forty 
seven for and three against.  PakCo Delivery Corporation will take control of the Space 
Flight Regulation Agency.”
     Daniels shook his head sadly.  The was indeed a sad day for democracy.  He knew 
something sinister was going on behind the scenes.  He knew that very few of the other 
representatives were in support of that bill.  If they voted for it, it was because they were 
either bribed or threatened!


